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Attendant etiam sacerdotes, ne lasciva nomina quæ scilicet nox prelata sonant lasciviam, imponi permittant parvulis baptizatis, sexus precipue feminini. Et si contrarium fiat, per confirmantes episcopos corrigatur.'

Let priests take care, that they do not allow frivolous (lascivia) names, which, when spoken, readily give an impression of wantonness (lascivia), to be bestowed upon young people being baptized, particularly of the female sex. If the wrong thing happens, it is to be corrected by bishops at confirmation.

Archbishop Pecham’s injunction to the clergy of the southern province at the Council held at Lambeth in 1281 provides a contemporary perception of a cultural change in personal naming by the late thirteenth century. Although Pecham conceded that there was a general problem, he intimated that the naming of female children was of particular concern. The meaning of his testimony, however, may be ambiguous. Pecham, after all, might have preferred the conferment of Christian names—that is Saints', particularly, or Biblical
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names. Moreover, there may be a problem of social group here. Pecham's knowledge of the naming of children might have been confined to higher social groups, nobility and gentry, rather than the entire social spectrum. If that was the case, then the higher social groups might have been more adventurous in their naming practices and the lower echelons more conservative—an interesting hypothesis.

Perhaps some interesting confirmation of this speculative notion occurred in the naming of the daughter of John Arundel, lord of Sandford in Somerset, in the mid thirteenth century. John and his wife, Isabella, had issue two daughters and a son, the cadet sibling. The youngest two children, Joan and John, received superficially rather nondescript common personal names, but perhaps these names were informed by a patrilineal sentiment, the transmission of the paternal forename, even across gender. The eldest child, a daughter, who married Richard Crispin, was named Arundella. Here then is a created name, derived from the familial surname, received by the first child of this knightly or gentry family. Infused in this name are several meanings, of which the most obvious is the patrilineal influence on the naming of the first child. Equally, the name has been created and created for a daughter. The sex of the first child is fortuitous, but it is less conceivable that a son would have been attributed a newly created name. This phenomenon occurred too in France—for example, Carbonella, a daughter of the Carbonel family, but possibly also more widely there: '... il faudrait rattachet l'usage de décliner au féminin et d'utiliser comme nom le surnom d'une famille'. To just such an episode might Pecham have been objecting.

Pecham's language also needs some consideration. His choice of word to denote the extraordinariness of the names is itself unusual—lascivia [adjective]—and these names, he continued, sound lascivius [noun]. The precise meaning of these terms is important, but perhaps elusive. The emotive meanings of lascivia in Classical Latin may be positive—playfulness, fun, jesting—or more negative and pejorative—unreliability, licentiousness, wantonness, indiscipline,


irresponsibility, luxuriance and even sexual freedom.' Although both genders were involved in Pecham's statement, it was especially and emphatically (precipue) female names which caused his concern and it seems to ensure that it was female names which had the imputations of 'indecency publicly flaunted'. John Bromyard, shortly afterwards, referred in his Summa Predicamentum to public indecency in dress (in habitat lascivo) and song, and names were, and are, in part public expressions.

Perhaps inherent in Pecham's injunction were the gendered dichotomies of male order and female disorder, male reason and female emotion, which were stereotypical representations in past patriarchal societies—although it must not be forgotten that formal names were given and received rather than assumed by free agency. The definition of patriarchy accepted here is the recent one by Anthony Fletcher: 'institutionalised male dominance over women and children in the family and the subordination of women in society generally'. Much recent research has begun to intimate how far naming processes and patterns may have been informed by gender relationships, without any consensus on the matter. The lack of agreement is not surprising because more general research into the historical position and actions of women has produced similar divergences, not least for the late middle ages. In part, differences of conclusion result from differences...
of research agenda: concern with women’s general oppression or, whilst recognising that social phenomenon, engaging with women’s (limited) agency and opportunities in the past. Despite its constant presence, the nature of patriarchy altered, so that its meanings and significances were different at different times, as well as different for different (men and) women at the same time. But patriarchy clearly has existed in many forms and varieties, and its history will, in fact, be a history of many different historical patriarchies... The agenda for women’s social relationships in the past is now concentrated on, for example, not only women’s limited agency and how some women exploited the circumscribed opportunities which opened to them, but also whether there were periodic ‘crises’ of gender relations. The reverse of that coin is how far women were implicated in the perpetuation of patriarchy—implicitly. The study of personal naming patterns cannot contribute fully to those sorts of questions, but it may illuminate some aspects of the relative position of the sexes in the late middle ages.

Naming belongs to both the (artificially-divided) private and public spheres. It belongs to the private because it is first conceived within the family. Its relationship to the public sphere is more ambivalent because other, colloquial forms of name and nickname may supplant the given, formal name. Many reasons have been suggested, however, as to why the naming process might have been less intimately private and more public—again still an artificial divide. The interposition of the clergy in the naming-giving ceremony is one possible public aspect, whilst the influence of spiritual kinship as a social convention is another. Both still had gendered implications. The clergy represented a male patriarchal profession with firm ideas of the sorts of names which should be conferred. Apart from Pecham’s views above, the bishop of Worcester, Simon, was responsible for the naming of the son of Walter de Beauchamp, Simon, as he baptised him, conferring a truly Christian name and later land: ‘Hanc dedit Simon Episcopus cuidam filio Walteri de Bellocampo Simoni dicto, quem ipse baptizavit’. If spiritual

kinship was a formative influence on naming processes, it was divisive by gender, since male godsons were named by male godparents and female children by female godparents, since two of the three godparents were required to be of the same sex as the child and it was indeed the principal godparent who bestowed the name when the child was raised from the font. On this supposition, males conferred names on males and females on females, so that any gendered predilections for names were perpetuated. In the 1350s, for example, a female godson was named for her godmother, Alice. On the other hand, given patriarchy and lineage, is it not also conceivable that some part of the decision about children’s names was negotiated between the sexes within the close, nuclear, family, sometimes the extended family? Indeed, Paul Hyams has encountered some evidence that some husbands left naming to their wives.

Already there is a significant historiography on the difference of naming by gender in the late middle ages and it seems only fair to recite those interpretations first, since my own reflections are an attempt to reconcile their differences by making some modifications and thus presenting a new synthesis for further discussion. As in the spirit of much recent writing about the female situation, the concern here is as much with the varieties of female experience as with the universals, and women, in a complex way, may be linguistically conservative (repositories of traditional culture) or initiators of linguistic change.

At the highest social level in the late twelfth century, female names had already become fairly concentrated, exhibiting a strong tendency towards a small number of newer name forms. Thirty-one forenames comprehended the ninety women with names enumerated in the Rotuli de Dominabus of 1185, women of the nobility in the wardship
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of the Crown, twenty of whom bore the name Matilda, twelve Alice, seven Agnes, and six Margaret.15 Half the women were thus encompassed by four of the thirty-one names. The margins of their names reveal only a few (at that time) unusual forms, including a few Classical names (such as one Basilia, one Eugenia, one Claricia and one Clemencia) and one new diminutive cross-gender form, Lauretta.

In c.1200-04, Anketil de Bereley conveyed land to Southwick Priory because he was indebted to the Jews, with the consent of his wife, Olimpia or Olimpia.16 Richard f/fitzHerbert was conjoined in his gift to Tutbury Priory of a virgate in Twycross (Leicestershire) by his wife, Preciosa (1262 × 1266), and the wife of John f/fitzHerbert in 1230 bore the moniker Emelina, a diminutive form.17 The Abbey of Bury St Edmunds acquired land in 1260-93 from Robert Peyteynd and his wife Sabina, Robert son of Ralph son of Ivo de Hilgay, a servant of the almoner, and his wife Marsilia, and John Curtes of Forham St Martin and his wife, another Marsilia. Later, the Abbey received a grant of land in Forham from Orabilia the widow of William de Westhorpe (1303-04).18

Many unusual female names therefore existed in the English countryside in the thirteenth century, particularly amongst the free tenantry, sometimes below the level of the knightly and gentry families. For example, Henry Pistor of Normanton (Derbyshire) had two daughters in the mid thirteenth century, named Eustacia and Matania; whilst he was of free condition, his byname (pistor, 'baker') and the nature of the charters involving him suggest that he was of peasant status.19 Amphilina of Kelham (Nottinghamshire), who made benefactions to Rufford Abbey, was of similar condition.20 An exceptionally interesting example is Placentia, who married Richard de Bisthorpe; whilst it was not apparently a case of hypogamy, Richard assumed her forename as his byname after her death, henceforth known as Henry Plesence alias Plesters (before 1250).21 At perhaps a slightly higher social level, Preciosa, wife of Richard f/fitzHerbert, gave a virgate of land to Tutbury Priory in 1262 × 1266, and Felicia, daughter of Robert le Kenest, a bovate in c.1240.22

In the very early thirteenth century, these exotic names began to appear amongst the free tenantry engaged in litigation in the common law courts—in 1204, a Nigesta; in 1217 Sabina (Kent); in 1208, Camilla (Essex), three Basilias in Norfolk, another in Suffolk, an Estrange in Cambridgeshire, and Prudencia wife of Ralph in Norfolk in 1259.23 Whilst these name forms had been introduced during the twelfth century, their relatively wider proliferation seems to have occurred only in the thirteenth, although twelfth-century examples of Theobania (Tiffanies) in Yorkshire were daughters of Peter de Dalton (before 1192) and Roald constabularius (1158 × 1171) and Alan constabularius had a daughter Amphelis.24 Whilst associated more, it seems, with the more affluent free tenantry than with the small peasantry, some of these names did permeate down to even the unfree peasantry by the late thirteenth century, such as Constance and Scholastica amongst the unfree tenantry of Kilworth Harcourt (Leicestershire) in the late thirteenth century and Blisota, wife of William Rodyan at Yarcombe, Devon, in 1327.25 By and large, however, their occurrence seems to have been related to social group.
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Perhaps it was particularly in burgess families that the more exotic names were adopted for daughters. Especially is that so amongst the burghal elite of the metropolis, according to the names of female testators and legates in the wills proved in the London hustings court. It has indeed been maintained that Londoners in general drew on a much larger and more imaginative resource of names than did rural inhabitants. Whilst there was concentration in both male and female names, it has been suggested that there was an exotic margin for both males and females. As propounded, however, that suggestion has an inherent problem, which is that the more unusual names for males which it enumerated, presumed to have been contributed by foreigners, are not exotic at all—Geoffrey, Alan, Baribolomeu, and Alexander. The principal difference was, indeed, at the margins of naming, but for different reasons: whilst male forenames were heavily concentrated, there was only a slight margin of unusual names; by contrast, although female names were also concentrated, the margin of exotic names was more pronounced. The widow Tiphania was a legatee in a will of 1307 and her name is representative of this distinctive and idiosyncratic margin.

Several features of naming which occur in the wills are distinctly associated with females. First is the occurrence of new forms of cross-gender names, by contrast with the established forms such as Johanna or Joan; Elicia, Elisa or Elycia was a recurrent name of this new type; Elicia wife of John de Hampine (1304); Elycia daughter of John Geryn (1305); Elisa wife of William de Hundesicht (1307); Elicia wife and legatee of Peter Adrian (1311) are but a few examples. Similarly, Nicholaa was a daughter and legatee of Adam le Blound in

1308, whilst Laurencia was a daughter of John le Long, another testator in 1309. Another, seemingly novel, cross-gender name is Egidia, the female equivalent of Egidius (Giles) as also Benedicta, Jacobina and Philippa. Nicholaa, indeed, recurred frequently in wills between 1258 and 1300, but the name was recorded in Huntingdonshire and Suffolk in 1207, and, most interestingly in Gayton (Staffordshire) before 1274, Nicholaa, daughter of Nicholas Meverel, who married Lucy, was named for her father.

Apart from cross-gender names, another phenomenon constantly encountered in wills between 1258 and 1300 is the revival of names from Classical Antiquity for females, much rarer amongst males. These names encompassed Bona, Felicia which was quite popular, Letitia or Letia, Idonea which was also popular, Sibilla, Orbilia, Marsilia, Sabina, Floreia, Cassandra, Constancia, Celestia, Claricia, Salerna, Tifania, Meliora, Florencia, Amabilia, Castanea, Basilia, Dyamanda and Anatasia. Less well represented were newly created names in Norman French or Latin which were effectively sobriquets used as forenames, for example Frechesamachie and Boneisus, but where they did exist such names were distinctively female. Moreover, some of these Classical (Latin) names contained a lexical and lexicographical content (such as Constancia or Prudencia, for example) and their meanings reinforced the social construction of gender.

Particularly associated with women in the wills proved in the hustings courts were saints' names. That phenomenon was much wider too. Although Christian names increased amongst the male population from the last two decades of the twelfth century, that expansion was
greater amongst women. There seems to be no evidence, however, to support the suggestion that their progress amongst women preceded the adoption of Christian names amongst males. For example, even in 1222 on the Ely episcopal manors, 23 percent of male peasant tenants bore Christian names, by comparison with 16 percent of female peasant tenants.\(^{34}\) By contrast, their real development amongst women seems to have occurred in the thirteenth century, whereas male saints' names had become established by the 1180s. Nevertheless, it does seem that in the thirteenth century a greater proportion of women bore saints' names than men. The stimuli to this association may have been first the greater recognition of women's religious experience in the twelfth century and secondly the increase in the number of female saints canonised by the thirteenth century, associated with particular qualities of nurturing, caring and virginity.\(^{35}\) There are fairly strong reasons for assuming that this efflorescence of the religious ideal for women attained its apogee in the early thirteenth century and the establishment of St Margaret's Day as a major feast in the English calendar by the Council of Oxford in 1222 reflects this timing.\(^{36}\)

How then should we conceive of female naming in the middle ages? The following points might be appropriated made. Although in female naming the same sort of concentration occurred as amongst males, there was more variety at the margin of female names than male by the thirteenth century. Whilst male names were excessively concentrated and the margin still comprised conventional names, women's names at the margin could be more exotic. Nevertheless,
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\(^{36}\) B. Millett and J. Wogan-Browne, Medieval English Prose for Women from the Katherine Group and Ancrene Wisse (Oxford, 1992); and J. Wogan-Browne, 'Clerc u lui, muine u dame: women and Anglo-Norman hagiography in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries', in Women and Literature in Britain 1150-1500, edited by C. Meale (Cambridge, 1993), pp. 61-85 (pp. 62-64). Some caveats must be made about that difference. First, it seems likely that, in general, such exotic margins obtained more amongst the upper echelons of society—burgesses, gentry and nobility—and to some extent the free peasantry, than amongst the unfree peasantry. Secondly, that exotic margin is more visible in the thirteenth century than at other times; for example, the florid nature of women's names appears to have disappeared during the later middle ages. One reason why women's names might have been more ornate at the margins involves the nature of inheritance in a patriarchal society.\(^{37}\) That suggestion might be extended further, so that in the thirteenth century some women were more allowed an individualism reflected in their names, a wider phenomenon remarked upon by anthropologists:

My impression is that, to women, personal names are more closely bound up with notions of personhood or selfhood than they are for men, whereas Atavip men were more concerned about the ritualised and political symbolism of names.\(^{38}\)

That circumstance partly comprehended inheritance in a patriarchal society, but it was also a much wider phenomenon. Names might thus be considered part of linguistic culture, which differed by gender and social group—heterogeneous cultures rather than homologous culture. More importantly, names were an integral part of the use of language as a socialization process which initiated gender roles, at least for some female children.\(^{39}\) In the case of many women, the names attributed to them at childhood contained either a lexical and lexicographical meaning (such as in the case of Classical names formed in Latin or Anglo-Norman sobriquets) or an emotive content (as in Saints' names), whilst men's names did not have these personal significations but reflected and were imbued with different gender-related social values.
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